Home Learning
In the event of a class closing, Home Learning
materials will be emailed to you from our new
homelearning@greenmead.wandsworth.sch.uk
mailbox.
You will receive the class curriculum map for the
half term in an initial email. Later that day you
may receive a second email regarding ongoing
Homelearning if the class is potentially to continue to be closed. Please respond to this email
with your choice from our Home Learning Offer.

Physical

This half term we will focus on balancing. This could be ascending and descending stairs independently, greater
independence while on climbing
equipment or learning to balance on
one leg. This will be taught through weekly obstacle courses and during outside play.

CURRICULUM
MAP
Autumn 2 2021

On day 2 of a class closure a ‘Home Learning
Grid’ will be provided as part of our universal offer. This will consist of activities for you to choose
from linked to our half termly topic ‘Lights, Camera, Action’.

Lights, Camera, Action!

Please choose one or two activities a day to focus on and we would love to hear or see photos.

Barbara is the school’s Clinical Lead.

Follow us at
@greenmeadschool

Search Greenmead
School

Therapists are allocated to classes and individual children and you have been contacted to let you know who they are.

There are 8 children in your child's class.
Class teacher: Christina
Support staff: Illie, Tasha and Kelly

‘Every Achievement Counts’

Semi-Formal Curriculum: Areas of learning covered include:
Communication - integrating communication aids throughout the school day and Literacy skills
Cognition - problem solving, number, shape
How the World Works - Science, History, Geography, ICT
SEMH - SRE, citizenship, RE, self-help and independence through integrated occupational therapy targets in daily routine
My Creativity - art and design, dance, music and design and technology
Physical Development - integrating physiotherapy targets, swimming, dance, yoga and PE (as appropriate)

My Communication (including Literacy)
Communication is interwoven into everything we
do in the school day. We follow a total communication approach and use symbols, gesture/
Makaton, vocalisations and intensive interaction to
promote the enjoyment of interaction.
.Phonics: We will be consolidating set 2 (I, n, m, d)
continuing to learn new sounds in set 3 and 4 (g,
o, c, k, u, b, f, e). We will be learning objects that
start with these phonemes and how to sort them
into groups.
Some of Neptune’s pupils will be focusing on
sound discrimination using musical instruments.
Children will have an opportunity to explore these
sounds and over the weeks be asked to identify
the sound from two photos.
This term we are exploring ‘Video Literacy’. We
will be looking at films and how they tell stories
(even ones without sound!)

•
•
•

Charlie Chaplin Mirror Maze (past)
A clip from Spiderman into the Spider
verse (present)
John Lewis Christmas advert (future)

Cognition and Maths
Cognitive Skills:
As part of our topic/SEMH curriculum we are getting used to understanding and following our daily
school routine. This will be through transition symbols, sound cues, touch cues, now and next boards
and mini schedules.
Our weekly cognition activities will have a topic
focus that allow the children to focus on exploring a
wider range of media and materials and learning
how things work through play.
For some children they will be completing

Maths based learning at the work station
where children have to follow a work system and complete different activities such
as: puzzles, sorting, counting out objects,
matching , threading and posting. When the tasks
are completed they are pushed into the ‘finished’
box.

Topic—My Creativity
This half term we will be expanding our use of
tools to create various art pieces linked to our
video literacy clips e.g. pop art to create a comic
book strip.
We will be learning about the different types of
sounds instruments make and selecting instruments to create an effect focusing on: loud and
quiet. Some pupils will then compose their own
music compilation to play over the video clips and
sharing these during assembly times!

BREAKING NEWS: This year, we will be making
products to sell at the Christmas Shop!
Every week, pupils across the semi-formal pathway will be working with Tamarah to make their

own products to sell.

Maths:
Whole school focus: Shape
Some children will be learning/consolidating 2D
shape names and exploring their properties i.e.
how many corners and sides.
Others will be exposed to shapes through a shared
attention approach where an adult will model using
different materials how shapes look and describe
the properties whilst drawing.

My Care and Independence
Neptune class are going to be focusing on sharing.
When a child reaches for a toy another pupil is using,
the phrase ‘share or wait’ will be used to reinforce that
they wants/needs may not always be met.
We are continuing to develop our knowledge of what
helps us to be in the green zone throughout the day e.g.
squeezes, dimmed lights, quiet corner, music.

‘Every Achievement Counts’

